CREATE AND MANAGE LEVELS OF CUSTOMER AFFILIATIONS
CLIENT NEED

An Oncology client wanted to evaluate their key account strategy in prostate cancer and understand how Oncologists and Urologists are affiliated to various cancer centers, the organizations that manage them, and ultimately, GPOs that manage purchasing for these centers.

OUR SOLUTION

There is no reliable information available that can be directly sourced for MD affiliation. 159 leveraged affiliation information available from public data sources (via web scraping, manual validations and structured databases) in a user-friendly platform for field input and validation that resulted in a comprehensive affiliations database that was able to map about 93% of the business to the relevant organization.

OUR APPROACH

- Collect affiliation information
  - Conducted extensive web scrapping to build affiliations for the top accounts from public data sources

- Build platform
  - Preload platform with all accounts and key MD targets to offer the field a simple interface to select an account and search for MDs and link them with one click

- Finalize affiliation database
  - Complete database with parent-child account mapping and account-MD affiliations and develop reports showcasing performance at key account level

PROJECT OUTCOME

- Delivered a comprehensive and validated affiliation tool that provided sales leaders and their teams valuable insights in supporting business planning

- The information allowed the field to be more effective in targeting by understanding the influence of parent accounts and leveraging
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